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London, U.K. - 22 February 2010 - All the people who are Nintendo GS 
users and want to add more games and functions to their Nintendo DS 
console, NDS-Gear is offering a wide range of DS adapters and cards 
that will enhance the working of Nintendo DS. The customers can 
choose their respective DS adapters by browsing through the website 
of NDS-Gear. As the NDS-Gear is a direct stock holder of the DS 
adapters so the orders are delivered in 24 hours after the order has 
been placed online.  
 
As per the official information obtained 
from the NDS-Gear officials, after a 
series of checks the much awaited 
iEDGE card has been released. After 
the huge success of EDGE DS cards, 
the need for the next version was 
pertinent which should have been 
compatible with the Nintendo's DSi, 
DSi XL and DSi LL versions. The iEDGE 
DS card is compatible with all of these 
versions and has successfully gone 
through the testing phase.  R4dscard's 
menu system has been used as the 
base for iEDGE DS card thus enabling 
the faster working of the menu system. The console owners can play 



games along with the other applications.  
 
The iEDGE card follows up from the earlier successful cards by NDS-
Gear like R4ds,  R4 SDHC . Giving it another facet, the iEDGE card 
has been packed in a beautiful pack so that it can also be gifted to 
somebody. The iEDGE card can accept upto 32 GB Micro-SDHC cards 
and is compatible with most of the versions of Nintendo. Along with 
the iEDGE cards, the NDS-Gear team has also come out with the M3i-
Zero cards which are also next generation cards.  
 
The reply from the NDS-Gear team mentioned that the NDS-Gear does 
not import the cards after the order has been placed instead they 
maintain a stock in UK so that all the orders can be processed 
immediately. NDS-Gear provides round the clock customer and takes 
utmost care of the fact that all the orders should reach the customers 
in top condition.  
 
Press release written and distributed by SEO Peace Company 
(www.seo-peace.com)  
 
About NDS-Gear.co.uk:  
NDS-Gear is a reputed stockist and seller of the DS cards and adapters 
in UK. NDS-Gear is known for the quick supply of the DS cards and 
provides the customer care service known for its excellence. The 
company has in house testing facilities to test all the cards, thus 
providing the best DS cards to the customers. For enquires feel free to 
call +44 (0)78 5655 1234  
 
Contact:  
 
NDS-Gear  
6 Brent View Road  
London  
NW9 7EH  
United Kingdom  
Phone: +44 (0)78 5655 1234  
Email: john@nds-gear.com  
Website: http://www.nds-gear.co.uk 
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